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Instruction to Candidates:
1) Section - A is compulsory.
2) Attempt any Four questions from Section - B.
3) Attempt any Three questions from Section _ C.

Ql) 
section - A

(15x2=30)
a) Define primary and secondary quantities with suitable examples.

b) Write various heat transfer mechanisms with suitable examples.

c) Differentiate.evaporation fiom Drying.

d) Write the principle involved in Distil lation?

e) Define"Mixing"and,,Dernixing,, .

0 Write the applications of freez drying on pharmacy.

g) Write the equipmenr used in solid_solid mixing ?

h) Expiain "azeotropic distillation,,. 
'

i) Define Automated Process Control? Write about its advantages.
j ) Classify evaporators?

k) Explain the role of conciensers in Evaporation,l:

l) Define Mixing Index?

rtr) What are the various process variables to be monitored in Automatic
process control system?

n) Suggest suitable dryer to obtain rnilk powcler from milk? Suppor,t your
answer with reasons?

o) Explain why steam is used frequently as source of heat in heaters?
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Section - B

(4x5=
Q2) Describe the following with neat skerch :

(a) Hamrner Mill (2.5)
(b) Bal l  Mi l l  (2.5\,

Q3) Explain the characteristics of impellers and turbines?

Q4) Describe rhe Flash Distillation process?
\ -

Q5) Describe the factors affecting size reduction.

Q6) write the formulae and the importance of the Dimensionless Groups :
Nusselt, Reynolds, prandtl and Grashof.

Section - C

(3 x  10,
Q7) Des,ibe rhe design and working of film evaporator.

p8) Describe the various factors to be taken into account in the design of cher
Reactors?

Q9) Classify and describe the Screening equipment.

Ql|.lDescribe with a nea-t skefch the constructicrr and .working oi Fluictised -
Dryer?
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